In this paper we begin the study of the problem of constructing iίΓO-orientations for singular spaces by asking for which varieties X of complex dimension k the class {X} lies in the image of the homomorphism where ε.: KO.X-* K.X is the natural transformation dual to the complexification homomorphism dual to an exact sequence introduced by R. Bott [Bo] and presented in detail by M. Karoubi [K] . Here n denotes an integer mod 8, which must be replaced by its mod 2 residue in the expression K n X. A technical problem confronting the mathematician working in this area has been the lack of a definition of the homology theories K. X and KO. X as natural and elegant as Grothendieck's definition of the algebraic theory KQ*X. Recently, P. Baum [BD] has introduced a geometric definition of K.X which seeks to remedy this problem. Indeed, the results presented here were originally formulated and proven in the context of P. Baum's definition [S] .
We adopt here a more primitive approach, in the hope of being briefer and more readily accessible. The notation of [BFM 2 ] is adopted and extended, and Alexander duality is adopted as the definition of K. X and KO.X. The exact sequence above is then a special case of the Bott exact sequence. We prove a result reinterpreting the natural transformation γ. which is significant both conceptually and computationally, as we illustrate by application to examples.
For a complex quasi-projective variety X of complex dimension k, the natural transformation γ. leads to a new topological invariant y 2 k-i{ X) which generalizes the first Chern class of a non-singular variety. Those varieties for which this invariant vanishes constitute a class of examples of singular spaces which are ^Oorientable.
1. Λ>theory and AP-theory. Let X be a closed subspace of a locally compact topological space 7, such that the pair (7 + , X + ) of one-point compactifications is a pair of compact polyhedra. In [BFM 2 ], the relative group K X Y is defined as follows. Consider complexes
of complex vector bundles on 7 which are exact off X K X Y is the quotient of the free abelian group on the isomorphism classes of such complexes modulo the following relations: Graded relative groups are defined by
and E.(t) denotes the restriction of this complex to
for n > 0. The Thorn isomorphism corresponds to Bott periodicity
Thus K' X Y may be regarded as a Z/2-graded theory. If X is embedded as a closed subpolyhedron of R rt , the Alexander duality isomorphism
may be taken as the definition of K n X for n > 0. The Thorn isomorphism again corresponds to Bott periodicity which, together with the fact that any two embeddings are isotopic if n is sufficiently large, implies that K n X is independent of the particular embedding. K.XΊs also regarded as a Z/2-graded theory.
If /: X -> X' is a closed embedding, then corresponds to the homomorphism
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induced by the identity map on R n . If /: X -> X' is a proper continuous map, then /* may be described as follows. Let / = h° g, where g:
is a closed embedding and Λ: X' X D 2/c -» X' is the projection. If X r is embedded in R", then there is an isomoφhism
Composition with the Thom isomorphism yields an isomoφhism whose inverse is h *. Then/^ = Λ * ° g*. The definition of relative groups KO X Y from complexes of real vector bundles on Y is identical to that of K X Y. For a real vector bundle π: V -» Y of fibre dimension Λ = 8/:, the description of the Thom class μ v e ^OyF is similar to that of /x^, except that one uses an irreducible Z/2-graded module M over C Λ , such that e x -e n acts on M° as the identity. The definition of the Thom isomoφhism and of graded groups KO x n Y and KO n X is parallel to that of K x n Y and K n X 9 except that Z/8-graded theories are obtained. 
Orientations of manifolds. Let M be a Spin
to the class -/x^ , and thus, under the isomorphism tfo z t/ <-ί:o z R" +8/: " 2 -κo n _ 2 z to the class -{Z}. The homomorphism A: Spin'(π) -» Spin(« + 2) defined earlier extends to a homomorphism of Clifford algebras determined by If M is an irreducible Z/2-graded module over C 8A; , then via this homomoφhism M can be regarded as a Z/2-graded module over C 8^_2 ®RC. A dimension count [ABS] shows that M is irreducible over C u _ 2 ® R C. Moreover, if e x e 8A: acts on M° as the identity, then via this homomorphism e x e%k-i acts on M° as multiplication by the scalar /, rather than/ 4 *" 1 = -i. It follows that the restricted complex where g: P x -> X collapses P x onto the singular point.We now apply γ 0 to find that = 2-2 = 0e KO 0 X.
Thus the nodal cubic admits ΛΓO-orientations compatible with its K-oήen-tation.
A more subtle example is provided by the following example [BFMJ. Let C be a non-singular projective curve of genus g > 2, and let d be an integer between g and 2g. Let L -> C be a complex line bundle, such that c x L = -d. Let Xbe the variety obtained from the projective completion P = P(L Θ 1) by blowing the zero-section down to a singular point. Let f: P -* X be the blow-down and /: pt -> X the inclusion of the singular point. Then where n = dim c H°(C; L ). 
